Equipment Hire Scheme
Frequently Asked Questions

Projector
What are the lumens of the projector?
Our projectors are 5000 ANSI Lumens with a contrast ration of 1000.1
What type of venue is the projector suitable for?
Our projectors are suitable for venues with a capacity of 25 - 120 people.
Does my space need to be blacked out?
Our projectors work best in a blacked out space. They can work with ambient lighting but this
affects the amount of contrast in your image.
How do I black out my venue?
There are many ways in which this can be achieved. If you have the budget then blacking out the
windows with blackout fabric is effective but the fabric will also benefit the acoustics in yur space.
If you are looking for a budget option then rubble sacks from a supermarket can be a great way of
blocking out the light.
What types of input do the projectors have?
Our projectors has a HDMI and a VGA input. The HDMI input carries audio and video signal,
while the VGA only carries video.
Where should I position the projector in the room?
Our projectors are fitted with a standard zoom lens. This means that you can position them close
to the screen at 5 metres away, or further back at 10 metres away.
The image looks skewed on the screen and doesn’t fill the screen. What should I do?
Firstly check that your projector is positioned with your lens pointed at the bottom center of your
screen and that it is level.
Secondly, check that the keystone settings have not been adjusted by the previous user. To do this
press the ‘keystone’ button on the remote and set all of the values to 0.
Do I need to shut the projector down after using it?
Yes. Please press the power button twice to power the projector down and wait for the fan to stop
spinning before turning it off at the mains.

Amplifier and Speakers
What type of speakers come with the kit?
Our kits come with an amplifier, left and right speakers and a center speaker. Some of our kits also
contain a subwoofer and rear speakers.
What type of venue are the speakers suitable for?
Most of the groups who hire our equipment use them for small halls that seat between 40 and 120
people.
How can I improve the sound of my venue?
Do a simple clap test in your venue and observe how much echo there is in your space. There are
many ways in which you can deaden the sound. This will improve the experience for your audience
and make it easier for them to hear the dialogue.
Adding carpet tiles to a wooden floor can go a long way in reducing the echo in a room. In addition
any soft furnishings will also help; for example curtains and cusions.
Make sure that the speakers are at the ear height of your audience. If they are positioned higher
then make sure they are pointed down towards your audience.
The connection between my HDMI and amplifier is cutting out. What should I do?
There is a diagram for an alternative wiring method on the last page of this document.
I’m not getting any sound from the amplifier. What should I do?
1 - Check all of your connections. Make sure each of your speakers is wired to the correct port in
the amplifier as shown in the instruction manual.
2 - Check the HDMI cables are going to the correct input and outputs as shown in the instruction
guide.
3 - Make sure that your amplifier is set to the correct mode ‘BD/DVD’.
4 - If this doesn’t work then check to see if audio is passing through the system by connecting the
Blu-Ray player directly to the projector and see if any sound comes from the projectors internal
speakers.
5 - If you hear sound from the projector, then the issue is the amplifier. Try setting up your audio
using the contingency method on the last page of this document.

Do I need a subwoofer?
Subwoofers, also known as subs add a significant amount of bass to your set up. Whilst the left and
right speakers do carry some bass, the subwoofer operates at a much lower frequency and it can
make your film sound more cinematic.
In addition, if your venue suffers from a lot of echo, adding extra bass and reducing the treble can
help your audience hear the dialogue.
However be careful when you are adding a subwoofer to your set up that you don’t set the volume
too high. It may be easier to set the sub up by testing music through the system.
Do I need rear speakers?
Some of our kits do come with rear speakers, however they may not be suitable for your venue.
For example if your screening space is longer than 25m then they would not be audible to your
audience at the front of the screening, whilst also being overbearing for your audience at the back.
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If your venue is smaller, then the rear speakers can improve the experience for your audience,
especially in action films with a more detailed soundstage.

ii.
Projector Screen
iii.
How high should I set the screen?
Most community venues do not have raked seating so it is important to raise the screen as much as
possible from the ground. This helps everybody in your venue get a good view of the film. This is
especially important for subtitled films where an obstructed view can severely impact your audiences experience.

iv.

When using the screen at maximum height it is crucial that all bolts are tightly secured and the
support legs are fully extended.
Can the screen be used outdoors?
The screen is not suitable for outdoor use as it could be toppled in windy conditions.
Can the screen be used for rear projection?
Our screens are supplied with front projection cloth only.

Contingency Two Speaker Set Up
If your projector and amplifier cut out on you due to a connection error or a faulty HDMI cable
then wire up the speakers using this alternative method. This will help you eliminate where the
problem is coming from;

1 - Insert one end of the HDMI Cable into the Bluray player
and another end into the projector
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2 - Insert the headphone style end of the phono to
mini jack cable and insert it into ‘Audio Out’ on
the projector.

3 - Wire the left and right speaker channel into the front two speakers.
The centre speaker will not be active in this set up.

